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Generating Events with Pythia and Isajet 
Bernadette Heyburn 
 

This section of the document describes how to generate Supersymmetric (SUSY) events 
using the generators Pythia and Isajet.  Generated events from Pythia can be done by 
utilizing the CMS software available on Fermilab’s UAF cluster.  Isajet generation can be 
done directly in CU’s High Energy Physics computer system.  The appendices contain 
the full code needed for these events, and will be referred to in the text.  Sections of code 
that are included in the text will be green, lines typed into the command prompt will be 
red, and links to external sources will be blue.  For further information, please see the 
Pythia and Isajet manuals: 
 
Pythia Manual: 
http://cepa.fnal.gov/psm/simulation/mcgen/lund/pythia_manual/pythia6.3/pythia6301/ind
ex.html 
 
Isajet Manual:   
http://www.hep.fsu.edu/~isajet/isajet.ps 
 
 

Logging On 
 
For Fermilab 

 
Before beginning, you must obtain a CMS computing account.  Directions for obtaining 
this account through Fermilab can be found here: 
 
http://www.uscms.org/SoftwareComputing/UserComputing/GetAccountFermilab.html 
 
Once you have obtained an account, you can connect to the networks using a Linux PC.  
Open a terminal, and type 
 
/usr/krb5/bin/kinit -A -f user@FNAL.GOV 
 
Note:  There is a space before “-A”.  Also, “user” is your personal username supplied by 
Fermilab (example:  heyburn@FNAL.GOV).  Here you will be prompted for your 
password.  Enter it in, and then type the following in the command prompt: 
 
ssh cmswn051.fnal.gov 
cd work 
 
Note:  If you have trouble signing in, or receive an error note about “permissions”, try 
exiting and signing on again (type “exit” at the prompt and start again).  For more 
information, and for special instructions on connecting to the UAF on a Windows 
machine please see: 
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http://www.uscms.org/SoftwareComputing/UserComputing/ConnectUAF.html. 
 
For CERN: 

 
Directions for obtaining an account through CERN can be found here: 
 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/WorkBookGetAccount 
 
Once you have obtained an account, you can connect to the networks using a Linux PC.  
Type in the following command: 
 

ssh lxplus.fnal.gov 
 
Here you will be prompted for your Username and Password. 
 

 

Pythia 
 
Obsreve:  unless otherwise noted with (�), all lines that follow are the same for CERN 
and for Fermilab.   
 
The CMS software, because it is in development, comes in several versions.  Major 
releases all of names in the format of “CMSSW_X_X_X”, where the X’s stand for 
integers.  In this tutorial we will be using both version CMSSW_1_3_0.  To install this 
version type in the following into your command prompt: 
 
scramv1 project CMSSW CMSSW_1_3_0 
 
This only has to be done once per version install.  Next, to set up the CMS software 
environment, 
 
source /afs/fnal.gov/files/code/cms/setup/cshrc uaf    �this line not needed for CERN! 
 
First, we will generate SUSY events in CMSSW_1_3_0.  To do this, we need to switch to 
the CMSSW_1_3_0 directory and set up the runtime environment: 
 
cd CMSSW_1_3_0/src 
eval `scramv1 runtime -csh`    �this should be “-sh” not “-csh” for CERN! 
cmscvsroot CMSSW 
 
Note:  the apostrophes surrounding “scramv1 runtime –csh” are the slanty apostrophes 
found on the tilde (~) key.   The following instructions will generate SUSY events by 
running the CMSSW software with configuration files.  Two example files used in this 
document (SUSYbenchmark1.cfg and SUSYbenchmark1.cfi) can be obtained by typing 
the following into the command prompt: 
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cp /afs/fnal.gov/files/home/room2/heyburn/CMSSW_1_0_0/src/SUSY/SUSY* . 
 
(Note the space before the final period) 
By modifying these files, you can generate events for different SUSY models.  
Modification to these files can be done by using the editor Emacs by typing: 
 
emacs SUSYbenchmark1.cfg 
 
or 
 
emacs SUSYbenchmark1.cfi 
 
depending on which file you would like to modify. 
 
Notes on SUSYbenchmark1.cfg:  This file (APPENDIX A) is a configuration file which 
tells the software, CMSSW, which parameters to use.  Within this file there is a link to 
the other file, the .cfi file, which gives additional parameters.  Both files can be modified 
according to the desired physics conditions.  For the .cfg file, there are only a few 
modifications that need to be made for future SUSY event generations.  The first is the 
include file "SUSYbenchmark.cfi." This include file is what actually contains the SUSY 
parameters.  If modifying this file, the new file name must be included in this line.  The 
other line to modify is the "replace PythiaSource.maxEvents..." line.  Set this line to the 
number of events you wish to generate.  The third line "replace 
PythiaSource.pythiaHepMCVerbosity = false" just turns off extraneous error 
notifications.  Finally, the module GEN = PoolOutputModule contains the line untracked 
string fileName = "SUSYb1.root".  The file name in quotes can be changed to reflect the 
generation output.  Now, we must focus on the .cfi file, which is the file that actually 
contains the mSUGRA parameters for SUSY event generation.   
 
Notes on SUSYbenchmark1.cfi:   This file (APPENDIX B) is where the important SUSY 
parameters can be modified.  The first possible modification is the name of the vstring 
parameterSets.  This is currently set to "susyb1" but can be changed in future event 
generations.  If it is changed, it must also be changed in the line two lines below the 
definition of the vstring.  (vstring susyb1 = ...).  Now, the vstring contains the mSUGRA 
parameters.   These are: 
MSEL = 39      This parameter is responsible for which processes are turned on.  By 
setting it to 39, all MSSSM processes except Higgs production are turned on. 
IMSS(1)=2      This parameter specifies a general MSSM simulation which parameters 
are set by the RMSS parameters 
RMSS(1)=250    This is the common gaugino mass M1/2 
RMSS(8)=70     This is the common scalar mass M0 
RMSS(4)=389    This is the higgsino mass parameter.  Because this is an MSSM model, 
only the sign of the parameter is used. 
RMSS(16)=-300  This is the common trilinear coupling A. 
RMSS(5)=10     This is the tan(beta) parameter (The ratio of Higgs expectation values) 
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Modifying these values will generate MSSM events with different properties.  The 
section on subroutines in Pythia can be found here: 
 
http://cepa.fnal.gov/psm/simulation/mcgen/lund/pythia_manual/pythia6.3/pythia6301/no
de229.html 
 
Tip:  Hit “control+F” to search for “MSEL,” “RMSS,” or “IMSS.” 
 
Then, by running the following line, Pythia will generate events: 
 
cmsRun SUSYbenchmark1.cfg 
 
This generates a ROOT file called SUSYb1.root.   
 
Note:  By running cmsRun, a root output file was generated (SUSYb1.root).  The name 
of this file could have been changed in the SUSYbenchmark1.cfg file, in the line 
untracked string fileName = "SUSYb1.root".   If you changed the name of the output file, 
you must also use also use the new filename in future commands instead of 
“SUSYb1.root”.   
 
In order to carry out the analysis, a root macro is needed to operate on the output file 
(SUSYb1.root).  An example root macro is available to carry out the analysis.  Note that 
this macro is a completely different file from the example files previously copied to the 
CMSSW_1_3_0 directory.  These file were configuration files for cmsRun, and this file 
operates on the output of cmsRun.  To obtain this root macro, copy the file in the same 
way that the .cfg and .cfi files were copied:   
 
cp /afs/fnal.gov/files/home/room2/heyburn/CMSSW_1_0_0/src/SUSY/susyb1.C . 
 
(Note the space before the final period) 
Notes about susyb1.C:  This file (APPENDIX C) is a root macro operates on the root 
output file from the event generation (this root file was copied to this directory in 
previous steps).  This line:     TFile* f = new TFile("SUSYb1.root") ;   must be modified 
if the root output file from the even generation was changed.  Pretty much the only code 
in need of modification at this point is the following: 
         if ( Part->pdg_id() == 1000002) { 
               cout << "Found ~u_L with mass: " 
                    << Part->generatedMass() 
                       << " in event " << iev << endl ; 
               break ; 
The first line of this code tells the program which particles to gather masses for.  1000002 
is the particle ID number for a ~u_L squark.  This can be changed if desired.  A list of 
particle codes can be found at: 
 
http://cepa.fnal.gov/psm/simulation/mcgen/lund/pythia_manual/pythia6.3/pythia6301/no
de34.html 
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The 2-4 lines are just lines of code that that will result in the following output (if the 
correct particle is found):  "Found ~u_L with mass:  XXXX in event XXXX."  Of course, 
if one desires to loop over a different particle, it would be beneficial to replace "~u_L" 
with the correct name of the particle. 
 
To run the root macro: 
root -l -q susyb1.C > susyb1.txt 
 
This starts the ROOT program, the "-l" option starts it up without the opening screen 
(saves time), the "-q" quits the program after the macros is run.  "susyb1.C" is the macro, 
and the output is directed (>) to a text file (susyb1.txt) 
 
To view the output text file, type 
more susyb1.txt 
 
To see more of the text file, push the spacebar. 
This text file gives you a list of the interactions involved in the first event, with the 
number of input and output particles per vertex identified with their position and particle 
ID number.  Again, the particle IDs can be found on this Pythia webpage: 
 
http://cepa.fnal.gov/psm/simulation/mcgen/lund/pythia_manual/pythia6.3/pythia6301/no
de34.html 
 
The final part of the text file gives the generated masses for the ~u_L squark (from all 
events). 
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ISAJET 
 
With Isajet we can also calculate masses such as in Pythia, and we can also calculate 
branching ratios and cross sections.  We will be using Isajet version 7.74.  First, log onto 
the CU HEP computer system and open a terminal.  First we need to modify our .cshrc 
file, so type the following into the command prompt: 
 
emacs .cshrc 
 
Into your .cshrc file, add the following line between “if ($?PROMPT) then” and “endif”: 
 
setenv ISAJET /nfs/hepcode/nlc/2005/event_generation/isajet 
 
(Note:  ISAJET 7.69 is also available.  To install this version instead, use 
/nfs/hepcode/nlc/2005/event_generation/isajet_769) 
 
Because your home directory contains a limited about of file space, you should create a 
new directory by typing the following 
 
cd /nfs/data19/cms 
mkdir user 
 
where “user” is your username (example “heyburn”).   Next, change to this directory and 
create a new directory called “isajet,” and then move there.  This can be done by typing 
the following: 
 
cd user 
mkdir isajet 
cd isajet 
 
In this directory, type: 
 
$ISAJET/install 
ln -s $ISAJET/*.x . 
 
(Note the space between the x and the last period). 
 
This installs Isajet and creates links allowing the program to be run.  Links to these 
programs are created:  isajet.x, isasusy.x, isasugra.x, isarun, and two sample parameter 
files:  test.par, and btest.par.   
 
To find masses and branching ratios type into your command prompt: 
 
isasugra.x 
 
Then you will be prompted for a number of answers.  The first is the file name in quotes, 
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‘example’ 
 
It then asks you to name the Les Houches SUSY Accord filename.  If none, just enter  
 
/ 
 
And then it asks you for the Isawig filename.  Again, enter 
 
/ 
 
Finally, it asks you for which SUSY model you would like to use.  Enter 
 
1 
 
for mSUGRA.  It then prompts you for the five mSUGRA parameters, plus the mass of 
the Top quark.  Enter your parameters in this format: 
 

tMSignTanAMM ),(),(,,, 0
2

10 µβ  

 
where “1” is for positive µ , and “-1” is for negative µ .   
 
The program then runs and generates an output file named ‘example’ (or whatever was 
entered at the first prompt).  Looking at this file gives the mass spectrum and branching 
ratios for a number of processes.  Finding the cross-sections are only slightly more 
difficult.  One must create a parameter file which is then run in the regular program 
Isajet.  This is made easier by the function “isarun” which was created long ago by 
someone in the CU HEP department. 
 
You can obtain an example parameter file by typing the following into your command 
prompt: 
 
cp /amd/lnxdata213/nfs/data19/cms/heyburn/isajet . 
 
Again, note the space before the last period.   
 
Alternatively, you can create a parameter file by typing 
 
pico example.par 
 
Into this file, add the following lines: 
 
SAMPLE LHC JOB BENCHMARK1 
14000.,10000,0,20/      !Ecm, Nevents, Nprint, Print every # 
SUPERSYM 
NTRIES 
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20000/               !Max. number of tries to get an event 
SEED 
999999991956781/ 
SUGRA 
70.,250.,-300.,10.,1/   !M_0, M_(1/2), A_0, tan(beta), sgn(mu) 
TMASS 
175.,-1,1/ 
JETTYPE1 
'ALL'/ 
JETTYPE2 
'ALL'/ 
END 
STOP 
 
Saving the parameter file, exit Pico.  The second line of this code contains the Center of 
Mass energy (in GeV), the number of events generated and the number of events printed.  
All of these can be changed as desired.  The other interesting parts of the code contain the 
SUGRA parameters and the TMASS.  Once again, these can be modified according to 
desired mSUGRA parameters.   
 
 
To run isajet with this parameter file, type 
./isarun example . 
 
Here, “example” is the name of the parameter file.  /isarun is the shortcut which runs the 
program, and the “.” tells the program to put the output file in the directory where isajet is 
being run.  In general, this is the format for this input: 
 
isarun <parameter-file> <target-path> 
 
Running this creates an output file called “example.lis” which contains much data.  At the 
end of the file a summary of the events is written, included the cross-section and 
luminosity.   
 
In both Isajet output files (“example” and “example.lis”) particles are identified by codes.  
See the Section on “IDENT Codes” in the isajet manual.  Once again, the manual is 
located here: 
 
http://www.hep.fsu.edu/~isajet/isajet.ps 
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APPENDIX A:  SUSYbenchmark1.cfg 

 
process PROD = { 
 
   # MessageLogger control 
   # 
   service = MessageLogger 
   { 
      untracked vstring destinations = {"cout"} 
 
      # untracked vstring categories = { "FwkJob" } 
 
      untracked PSet cout = 
      { 
         untracked PSet default = { untracked int32 limit = 0 }    # kill all m$ 
         # untracked PSet FwkJob  = { untracked int32 limit = -1 }  # except *a$ 
      } 
 
      #untracked vstring fwkJobReports = {"FrameworkJobReport.xml"} 
   } 
 
   # control point for all seeds 
   # 
   service = RandomNumberGeneratorService 
   { 
      untracked uint32 sourceSeed = 98765 
   } 
 
   # physics event generation 
   # 
   include   "SUSYbenchmark1.cfi" 
   replace PythiaSource.maxEvents = 1000 
   replace PythiaSource.pythiaHepMCVerbosity = false 
 
 
   module GEN = PoolOutputModule 
   { 
      untracked string fileName = "SUSYb1.root" 
   } 
 
   endpath e = { GEN } 
 
} 
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APPENDIX B:  SUSYbenchmark1.cfi 

 
# Disclaimer : 
  # 
  # This set of Pythia configuration cards has been copied 
  # and pasted from 
  #   RecoTracker/RoadSearchCloudMaker/test/sim_pythia.cfg 
  # prepared by Oliver Gutsche (FNAL) 
 
 
  source = PythiaSource 
  { 
    untracked int32 maxEvents = 10 
    # to printout pythia event record (call pylist) 
    untracked int32 pythiaPylistVerbosity = 0 
    # to printout HepMC::GenEvent record (HepMC::GenEvent::print()) 
    untracked bool pythiaHepMCVerbosity = false 
 
    PSet PythiaParameters = 
    { 
 
      vstring parameterSets = 
      { 
        "susyb1" 
      } 
 
      vstring susyb1 = 
      { 
        "MSEL = 39", 
        "IMSS(1)=2", 
        "RMSS(1)=250.", 
      "RMSS(8)=70.", 
        "RMSS(4)=389", 
        "RMSS(16)=-300.", 
        "RMSS(5)=10" 
       } 
    } 
  } 
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APPENDIX C:  susyb1.C 

 
void susyb1() 
{ 
  ////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
  // load shared libraries 
  gSystem->Load("libFWCoreFWLite") ; 
  AutoLibraryLoader::enable() ; 
 
  ////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
  // set up the file reading 
  TFile* f = new TFile("SUSYb1.root") ; 
 
  TTree* tevt = f->Get("Events") ; 
 
  int nevt = tevt->GetEntries() ; 
  std::cout << "Number of Events = " << nevt << std::endl ; 
 
  edm::HepMCProduct EvtProd ; 
 
  TBranch* bhepmc = 
    tevt->GetBranch( "edmHepMCProduct_source__PROD.obj"); 
 
  bhepmc->SetAddress( & EvtProd ) ; 
 
  ////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
  // some variables for future use 
  HepMC::GenEvent*    Evt = 0 ; 
  HepMC::GenVertex*   Vtx = 0 ; 
  HepMC::GenParticle* Part = 0 ; 
  int                 NVtx = 0 ; 
  int                 NPrt = 0 ; 
 
  HepMC::GenVertex*   HiggsDecVtx = 0 ; 
 
  HepMC::GenEvent::particle_iterator pit ; 
  //particle_const_iterator pit ; 
  HepMC::GenEvent::vertex_const_iterator vit ; 
  HepMC::GenVertex::particle_iterator vpit ; 
 
  ////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
  // Event loop 
  int iev; 
  for ( iev=0; iev<nevt; iev++ ) { 
   if (iev%50==0) { 
      cout << "--------------------------------------------------\n"; 
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      std::cout << "Reading event " << iev << " of " << nevt << endl; 
    } 
    bhepmc->GetEntry(iev) ; 
 
    Evt = EvtProd.GetEvent() ; 
    int ipart=0; 
    if(iev==0)Evt->print();  //prints first event 
    pit = Evt->particles_begin(); 
    for (;pit!=Evt->particles_end(); pit++) { 
      Part=(*pit); 
      if ( Part->pdg_id() == 1000002 ) { 
        cout << "Found ~u_L with mass: " 
             << Part->generatedMass() 
             << " in event " << iev << endl ; 
        //break; 
      } 
    } 
    //cout << "Hit <enter> to continue ... "; 
    //while (cin.get() != '\n') continue; 
  } 
 
  std::cout << iev << " " << nevt << endl; 
} 
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SLHA Files 
Shilei Zang 
 
SLHA files are the spectra from SUSY Les Houches Accord. Here is a webpage on 
SUSY Les Houches Accord, 
 
http://home.fnal.gov/~skands/slha/ 
 
Regarding Spring'07 production, they didn't use SLHA file in the spring.  For Summer'07 
production, they use the SLHA file. It seems that using SLHA file is a preferred method 
of generating events right now. To some extent it makes sense because it's easier to 
compare different analyses if they use the same SLHA input files and you also don't have 
to type all those numbers by hand so mistakes are less probable. 
 
From Summer'07 production webpge, 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/SusyBsmMCSamplesSummer07 
 
We can find some SLHA file samples. Each LM point on above webpage has well 
defined parameters' values: 
http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/PRS/susybsm/msugra_testpts/msugra_testpts.html 
 
Generally, a SLHA file includes two parts: mass spectrum and decay blocks. Firstly, with 
a SUSY model and a few input parameters, we use a spectrum generator to generate the 
mass spectrum as a SLHA file. Then we take that SLHA file and use it as an input to the 
SUSY-HIT package (which uses SDECAY and HDECAY to do the actual calculation) 
which gives those decay blocks. 
 
There are four mass spectrum generators: ISASUGRA, SOFTSUSY, SPHENO and 
SUSPECT.  ISASUGRA can be used within ISAJET as Bernadette instructed.  Instead of 
putting "/" for no SLHA file, you can put a name of a file in, and this file will be the mass 
spectrum file to be generated. To use SOFTSUSY, you can refer to this webpage  
 
http://projects.hepforge.org/softsusy/ 
 
SUSPECT is included in SUSY-HIT package and I will introduce it in the next 
paragraph. I have no idea on SPHENO now. I have just tested ISASUGRA and 
SUSPECT, and I think it will be easy to use SOFTSUSY or SPHENO also[??].  Which 
spectrum generator to use is mostly a matter of preference so I think no need to learn all 
of them. Here is a nice user interface webpage to calculate mass spectrum with mSUGRA 
model:  
 
http://kraml.home.cern.ch/kraml/comparison/ 
 
You can download SUSY-HIT from here: 
 
http://lappweb.in2p3.fr/~muehlleitner/SUSY-HIT/ 
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and then compile the program (instructions to follow).  On this webpage you can also 
find instructions on how to use it.  To install, click on susyhit.uu on the webpage above, 
and save the whole page as a file with the name susyhit.uu.  Then, type the following into 
your command prompt: 
 
uudecode susyhit.uu 
gzip -d susyhit.tar-gz 
tar -xvf susyhit.tar 
make 
 
This should result in an executable file:  run. 
 
Inside susyhit.in file, there is an option to choose whether to link SuSpect to calculate the 
mass spectrum. lhaspectrum.in (must be exact this name) will be an input mass spectrum 
file in case the user chooses not to link SuSpect. If the user chooses to use SuSpect, 
suspect2.in will be the input file for SuSpect to set SUSY model and parameters.  
suspect2.out will be an output mass spectrum if the user chooses to link SuSpect. 
susyhit_slha.out will be the output SLHA file with mass spectrum and decay blocks.   
Now we get an SLHA file susyhit_slha.out. But there were some bugs in SUSY-HIT  
package so this SLHA file should be corrected by hand. SLHA expert Sezen Sekmen 
gives the necessary corrections as the following: 
 
1. The last four (higgs) decay blocks have wrong charged lepton signs, so one should 
correct them. 
2. Some of the high-scale parameters may be missing from the output SLHA file. 
 SUSYHIT doesn't write out a parameter if that parameter is equal to zero.  We need to 
add these zero parameters for the sake of completeness.   
3. Sign of stau1 is wrong in stau neutralino decay block - but when we fix the sign, then 
we have a lepton number violation problem.  We have not arrived to a decision yet on 
that matter. [??] 
4. If your point gives negative chargino masses, you might get some "NaN"s in some 
decay blocks.  To fix this, you should simply delete the minus signs in the chargino 
masses.   
 
So we get the final SLHA file we need. One last thing is about the .cfg files. In order to 
use decay table from an SLHA file, make sure that you have 
 
"IMSS(1) = 11             ! Spectrum from external SLHA file", 
"IMSS(21) = 33            ! LUN number for SLHA File (must be 33) ", 
"IMSS(22) = 33            ! Read-in SLHA decay table " 
 
as the PYTHIA parameters. Otherwise PYTHIA uses its own internally calculated decay 
branching ratios. 
 
One cannot get the gravitino mass from any spectrum calculator. If we need to GEN-SIM 
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photon channel of GMSB. I think we must set IMSS(11)=1 and set a gravitino mass with 
RMSS(21) in the .cfg file.  [This need to confirm further.] [??] 
 
 IMSS(11) : 
     (D=0) choice of the lightest superpartner (LSP). 
 
     = 0 : 
         $\tilde{\chi}_1$ is the LSP. 
     = 1 : 
         $\tilde{\chi}_1$ is the next to lightest superparter (NLSP) and 
         the gravitino is the LSP. The $\tilde{\chi}_1$ decay length is 
         calculated from the gravitino mass set by RMSS(21) and the 
         $\tilde{\chi}_1$ mass and mixing. 
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Testing .cfg and SLHA files 
Shilei Zang 

 
This part of the document is on how to test the .cfg and SLHA files before generate large 
amount of events, and how to estimate the cross section and the timing (CPU/event).   
 
Instructions on how to test .cfg files can be found here (scroll down to 
the bottom of the page, as described in point #6) 
 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/GeneratorProduction2007CSA07Signal 
 
With these procedure of tests, we can estimate the cross section and the timing. We get 
the cross section by running 1000 events through pythia, with the simulation switched 
off, and with a default crossSection value[??]. The output of the log file lists the pythia 
cross-section, as "All included subprocesses". You can see an example for the LM1 point 
at  
 
http://www.glue.umd.edu/~ferencek/CSA07/LM1_isasdkpyt_testGEN-SIM_13249_0.log 
 
Once you've run over 1000 events, you can put the cross section from your log file into 
the .cfg. 
 
The timing 316 s/evt for "LM1_isasdkpyt" MC sample comes from the .log files or the 
.condor files from the 10 GEN-SIM events. We simply take the usage time and divide it 
by 10 to get an estimate of the time/event.   You will find the usage time at the end of 
.condor file, or you can get it by grabbing the starting and ending times from the .log 
file). The preferred method of getting the time is to use the TimerService in the .cfg file, 
but that still gives some odd results, such as negative elapsed times [??]. For the moment, 
we're using the .log/.condor files to estimate the time/event. 
 
A .condor file is produced if you run cmsRun through the batch queues at Fermilab.  If 
you're running cmsRun directly, the timing info from the .log file should suffice. The 
procedure for running batch jobs described at:  
 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/CMSSWatFNALCondor 
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Castor 
Bernadette Heyburn (with help from Tony Kelly, UNL) 
 
Castor is a tool in which users can store large amounts of data and code, and is available 
for all lxplus users.  In order to find your own castor area, you only need to know your 
own lxplus username.  For instance, for my username, “heyburn," my Castor area would 
be located at: 
 
/castor/cern.ch/user/h/heyburn 
 
or, for “uriel” it would be: 
 
/castor/cern.ch/user/u/uriel 
 
Note that you must go to the directory under /castor/cern.ch/user/ that begins with the 
first letter of your lxplus username before going on to your own Castor area.  Also, you 
can never actually change to this directory, you can only look inside it, and copy files to 
and from it; all Castor commands begin with “rf.”  These will be explained now: 
 
To look inside a castor directory, you use the command “rfdir” like such: 
 
rfdir /castor/cern.ch/user/h/heyburn 
 
To copy a file to or from castor, the command is “rfcp.”  To copy a file to the Castor area, 
one would type the following (where “example.root” is the name of a file): 
 
rfcp example.root /castor/cern.ch/user/h/heyburn 
 
And to copy a file from Castor into your current directory: 
 
rfcp /castor/cern.ch/user/h/heyburn/example.root . 
 
(Note the space before the final period). 
 
To get a file in an input/output stream, the command is “rfio” (as in a piece of code): 
 
untracked string inputFileName = 
rfio:/castor/cern.ch/user/t/tkelly/SourceRUN3_raw_digis.root" 
 
or  
 
PixelSLinkDataInputSource.fileNames={'rfio:/castor/cern.ch/user/f/fblekman/pixel_calib
rations/GainCalibration20070514b.dmp'} 
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LSF  
Bernadette Heyburn (with help from Tony Kelly and Brian Drell, CU) 
 
LSF is a way to submit batch jobs on lxplus, but will be replaced by CRAB in the future.  
For large interactive jobs, lxplus will probably demand that you submit it using LSF.  The 
UAF (Fermilab), however, usually allows longer jobs.   
 
First, a script must be created that will be run when the batch job is submitted.  Create a 
file called “script.sh” by typing the following into the prompt: 
 
pico script.sh 
 
The following is the basic form for the script.  These files should exist, and you should be 
able to run this script (assuming the correct version of CMSSW is installed).  If not, 
contact heyburn@pizero.colorado.edu. 
 
#!/bin/bash 
cd 
/afs/cern.ch/user/h/heyburn/scratch0/CMSSW_1_3_1_HLT5/src 
eval `scramv1 runtime -sh` 
cd - 
cd 
/afs/cern.ch/user/h/heyburn/scratch0/CMSSW_1_3_1_HLT5/src/SUSYBSMAnalysis/CS
A07Skims/test 
cmsRun 
/afs/cern.ch/user/h/heyburn/scratch0/CMSSW_1_3_1_HLT5/src/SUSYBSMAnalysis/CS
A07Skims/test/HadSUSYSkimV2.cfg 
rfcp HadSUSYSkim_test.root /castor/cern.ch/user/h/heyburn/HadSUSYSkim_test.root 
 
Note that the lines after “cd” and “cmsRun” are not new lines, but are extended to the 
next line (i.e., there is only a space between those commands and the director and file 
names).  Exit pico and save the file.  Note that the output of the batch job will be copied 
to the user area (in this case, the one assigned to “heyburn").  To make this script 
executable, type the following into the command prompt: 
 
chmod +x script.sh 
 
To submit the batch job, type the following into the command prompt: 
 
bsub –R “pool>1000” –q 1nd –J job1 < script.sh 
 
The phrase “pool>1000” requests a resource of 1 GB.  The “1nd” refers to the day queue 
(for jobs that take on the order of a day); using “1nh” would give an hour queue. 
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This will submit your job and begin running it (and the output on the screen will also give 
a job number).  To check the status of jobs, type the following: 
 
 bjobs -l 
 
If you want to kill the job, i.e. stop it running, do 
 
bkill jobnumber 
 
where “jobnumber” is the actual number of the job. 
 
Note that using LSF will save room inside your small workspace, since you can throw 
commands in there to interact with Castor (an essentially unlimited storage area). 
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Condor 
Shelei Zang 

 
Here is the webpage for CMSSW@FNAL tutorial, which includes information on Cache, 
Condor, and CRAB etc. at FNAL. 
 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/CMSSWatFNALTutorial 
 
We follow the procedure for running batch jobs described at: 
 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/CMSSWatFNALCondor 
 
You can see my sample condor.sh and gm1_sft_test.jdl (and gm1_sft_test.cfg) files on 
cmsuaf at /uscms/home/slzang/work/CMSSW_1_4_5/src. 
 
Basically, you just make a copy of the gm1_sft_test.jdl file with your desired name (I 
think the .cfg and .jdl files have to have the same base name), edit the .jdl so that it points 
to your desired .cfg file, and make sure that the .jdl has "condor.sh" file as its exectuable. 
 (condor.sh contains the cmsRun command, as well as commands for printing status 
message, copying files to their final locations, etc.)  
 
To run as a batch job, you just type the following into your command prompt: 
 
condor_submit <your_filename>.jdl 
 
To query status of jobs: 
 
condor_q 
 
or 
 
condor_q -submitter username 
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CRAB 
Bernadette Heyburn 
 
Getting a certificate for CRAB: 
 
(see powerpoint on this) 
 
http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/aprom/www/top/CMS_VO.html 
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Running an Example Skim 
Bernadette Heyburn 
 
A Skim, written by Maria Spiropulu and Michael Tybalt, is available for use as an 
example (through CVS).  In order to run the skim, enter the following commands into 
your prompt which will install the proper version of CMSSW and obtain the necessary 
configuration files via CVS: 
 
scramv1 project CMSSW CMSSW_1_3_1_HLT5 
cd CMSSW_1_3_1_HLT5/src 
eval `scramv1 runtime -sh` 
cmscvsroot CMSSW 

cvs co –r HEAD SUSYBSMAnalysis/CSA07Skims 
 
Now, we must compile the code: 
 
scramv1 b 
 
and move into the proper directory for testing: 
 
cd SUSYBSMAnalysis/CSA07Skims/test 
 
Before we can run we must create a subdirectory here called “output” (because this is 
called for in the configuration file).  Create this directory by typing the following into the 
command prompt: 
 
mkdir output 
 
We can now run the skim, given by the file like any other configuration file: 
 
cmsRun HadSUSYSkim.cfg 
 
which creates the output HadSUSYSkim_test.root, which we can view: 
 
root –l HadSUSYSkim_test.root 
 
 
 
 


